MINUTES
SPECIAL MEETING - COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY BOARD (CRA)
June 19, 2013
Minutes of the Special Meeting of the Community Redevelopment Agency Board of The City of
Daytona Beach, Florida, held on Wednesday June 19, 2013 at 6:00 p.m., in the Commission
Chambers, City Hall, 301 South Ridgewood Avenue, Daytona Beach, Florida.

1.

Roll Call.
Commissioner Carl Lentz
Commissioner Pamela Woods
Commissioner Kelly White
Commissioner Robert Gilliland
Commissioner Patrick Henry
Commissioner Paula Reed
Mayor Derrick Henry

Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present
Present

Also Present:
James V. Chisholm, City Manager
Marie Hartman, City Attorney
Jennifer L. Thomas, City Clerk
2.

Commissioner Reed led the invocation.

3.

Commissioner Lentz led the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag.

4.

Adopted/Minutes of the Regular Meeting of the Community Redevelopment Agency Board
of The City of Daytona Beach, Florida, held Wednesday, June 5, 2013, at 6:00 p.m., in the
Commission Chambers, City Hall, 301 South Ridgewood Avenue, Daytona Beach, Florida.
It was moved by Commissioner Woods to approve the Minutes. Seconded by Commissioner
Reed. The motion passed 7-to-0 with the breakdown as follows:
Commissioner Reed
Yea
Commissioner Lentz
Yea
Commissioner Woods
Yea
Commissioner White
Yea
Commissioner Gilliland Yea
Commissioner Henry
Yea
Mayor Henry
Yea
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5.

AGENDA APPROVAL
James V. Chisholm, City Manager read the Agenda changes:
No changes.
It was moved by Commissioner Gilliland to approve the Agenda.
Seconded by
Commissioner Henry. The motion passed 7-to-0 with the breakdown as follows:
Commissioner Lentz
Commissioner Woods
Commissioner White
Commissioner Gilliland
Commissioner Henry
Commissioner Reed
Mayor Henry

6.

Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea

ADMINISTRATIVE ITEMS
6A.

Continued until the July 3, 2013 Special Community Redevelopment Agency Board
Meeting/Resolution approving the Redevelopment Loan Modification Agreement with
Central Florida Community And Economic Development, LLC (CFCED) for the
redevelopment of property located at 456-458 South Martin Luther King (MLK) Boulevard.
CFCED is requesting a modification of its redevelopment loan agreement used to finance the
Liberty Plaza project located at 458 S. Martin Luther King Boulevard. The CFCED has
experienced financial difficulties which have resulted in non-payment of their loan over the
past several months and notices of noncompliance that could result in the issuance of a
notice of default. CFCED is requesting a deferral of monthly payments for 18 months from
the date of their last payment (March 2012) at which time payments would resume (October
2013). CFCED believes the extension of time will allow it to improve cash flow and meet
financial obligations to repay the loan. City Clerk Thomas read the Resolution by title only.
A RESOLUTION APPROVING THE PROMISSORY NOTE AND REDEVELOPMENT
LOAN MODIFICATION AGREEMENT WITH CENTRAL FLORIDA COMMUNITY
AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT, LLC, FOR REDEVELOPMENT OF PROPERTY
LOCATED AT 456-458 SOUTH MARTIN LUTHER KING BOULEVARD WITHIN THE
MIDTOWN REDEVELOPMENT AREA; AUTHORIZING THE CHAIR AND CITY
CLERK TO EXECUTE THE AGREEMENT; AND PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.
Reed Berger, Redevelopment Director reported that Gerald Chester was also present to speak
to some of the issues of the organizations and concerns of the CRA. With that being said he
asked the Commission if they had any objections to him turning the meeting over to the
applicant Mr. Gerald Chester.
Mayor Derrick Henry replied that would be fine.
Gerald Chester, 220 Zaharias Circle, Daytona Beach said he was present to respond to any
questions the Board might have regarding the project and request that is before the CRA.
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Commissioner Woods stated that one of the things he could answer was the actual plan he
had to increase revenue and move it forward to increase his business and to do what he
needed to do at the site.
Mr. Chester stated the project was started a few years ago when they saw an opportunity to
improve dilapidated property in Midtown. They brought forth a proposal to renovate those
facilities, erect an ice cream shop and restaurant. They wanted to do something that would
be above the standards in the community. His company is non-profit developers and they
never intended to operate that full time or long term and the LLC is just a tool they use to
facilitate that development in short term until they could either lease it out or sell it. They
had a group of managers as well as a number of issues they had to contend with. They
prepared a business plan and submitted it to the City, they identified a three year loss and
they came up with a mitigation strategy. The mitigation strategy included having the
apartments that are directly behind the restaurant to be in service and they unfortunately had
to take it out of operation to install the underground utilities and missed the timeframe for
the grandfather clause.
For two years the non-profit side had to carry that building, they made a few payments but
they could not afford to bear all that cost. There was a request made for the Profit and Loss
Statement (P&L) for the LLC, because the LLC (profit before development) hadn't made
any money. The money that would have been made from the restaurant and the apartments
was to go towards paying down the loan that was outstanding. When that didn't happen they
brought the non-profit to the table and paid as much as they could, but because the non-profit
has its own issues, they couldn't continue to use that to fund this particular project. They
were recently granted the opportunity to open the facility and they believe that within three
months they will able to bring that property back into compliance, the next payment is due in
October 2013; so they are scrambling very hard to stay on track with the apartments and will
use the revenue to pay the loan.
That was one part of the plan, the other part is to keep in mind that they are a non-profit
organization; they do not run or operate restaurants; they do that in the interim and then
move out of that position. CFCED recently entered into preliminary talks concerning leasing
one of the facilities which will create another revenue string and they will ultimately work
themselves out of the restaurant business which will create the final revenue string which
will allow them to pay the debt and also allow them to engage in other developments within
that community.
Commissioner Woods asked Mr. Chester if he could see actual outside vendors running the
ice cream shop and the restaurant.
Mr. Chester stated yes; that's our goal to eventually move out of the restaurant business.
Commissioner Henry asked Mr. Chester how many units were included in the apartments.
Mr. Chester stated six units.
Commissioner Woods asked what type of work had to be done to get it ready to open.
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Mr. Chester stated they had to string the power which was already up and running before
they closed it down; so the connection from the poles to the boxes had to be made and
maybe some small incidental work has to be done because they wanted to place air
conditioners into the units because they were not included in the apartments before. In doing
so there might be some small electrical work that needs to be done as well.
Commissioner Lentz stated we are being asked here to refinance a non-performing loan for
roughly $300,000; at the last meeting he asked for the updated business plan with the
strategies to increase income and to potentially reduce expenses. He also asked for the P&L
and hasn't seen it. To most people these are very basic request that anyone would ask for
when they are refinancing a loan. A balance sheet for the organization is also very standard,
credit check for the applicant and a revenue and expenditure string. He asked Mr. Chester if
he currently had tenants in the apartments.
Mr. Chester stated no, there are no tenants in the building.
Mayor Henry asked Commissioner Lentz to clarify his question because Mr. Chester is
stating he's operating the facility in the meantime.
Commissioner Lentz asked who the tenants were and were they paying rent at this time.
Mr. Chester again stated no. They are not operating as an ice cream shop; the ice cream
shop currently is not being operated; there was one tenant in there and they have moved out
of the facility because they could not sustain it. They recently entered into preliminary talks
for another vendor to come into the shop. The restaurant facility is operating and is
maintained barely on what it can to bring in revenue.
Commissioner Woods asked Mr. Chester was it his staff that runs the restaurant on a day to
day basis.
Mr. Chester responded yes it is, and that's just an interim ...
Commissioner Lentz asked for clarification was there zero revenue associated with the
property.
Mr. Chester stated there is zero revenue associated with the property where the LLC that
made the loan where City is concerned, that's absolutely correct.
Commissioner Lentz asked how was the growth and the refurbishing of the apartments going
to be funded.
Mr. Chester stated they are funding it with support from the non-profit.
Commissioner Lentz asked if there were tenants in line for that property as well.
Mr. Chester stated oh yes, he wasn't sure if there were any earmarked for that piece of
property, but they have had many inquiries. July we will begin making a list and opening up
that list, but we were trying to get through the actual development stage first.
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Commissioner White asked just for clarification was she understanding correctly that there
was not a profit sheet, nor was there a balance sheet ...
Mr. Chester stated I'm sorry you do have a balance sheet and he would get that sheet to the
CRA Board members.
Commissioner White commented even though they had been talking about this for a couple
of weeks, they still did not have any financial information on the entity that you are asking to
refinance or restructure the loan with.
Mr. Chester responded no you don't have anything before you.
Commissioner White stated that the CRA Board is somewhat like a bank, because they are
representing the taxpayers who made the loan. She asked Mr. Chester if he was in anyway
able to put up more collateral.
Mr. Chester stated no ma'am, this is a partnership. He asked the Board to keep in mind that
his organization was a non-profit that came to the table to do a collaboration or partnership
with the City in a depressed area where the market itself wasn't doing anything. His
organization has already put up more than anyone in that area ...
Commissioner White stated she understood that but; the Board has to look at it from the
standpoint; you are the creditor and we are the lender we have to look at it the same as any
bank would if they were the lender. The City is the lender on this loan that has not been paid
for over a year.
Mr. Chester responded he received an email on last Friday requesting he put something
together to bring before the CRA Board on today; due to the short notice he wasn't prepared.
He was not going to throw something together that would hit the public and be scrutinized
with erroneous and incorrect information.
Commissioner White stated this is $550,000 a very significant amount of cash from the CRA
funds that the Commission is responsible for and because it's a CRA it's also County money.
She takes this request very seriously and was disappointed there was not some form of a
basic financial plan put together for reporting. Even though you are a non-profit you are still
a business and you still have to run things in a way to sustain yourself as such.
Mr. Chester stated the short answer to your question regarding the financial plan is if the
P&L is zero; that answers itself. If you're familiar with the debt you have on the property
what you made in the way of a loan; that is the only balance sheet he's going to have. He
was more than willing to respond to that request by putting it in writing for the CRA Board.
If the Board gave him a timeframe as to when it wanted a detail report with figures and
strategies to indicate specifically how to make this work as a project. It cannot be done as an
entity because it's not going to be as it stands currently; it's not going to be a viable business
where you can look at numbers that made sense. A bank would never have funded this
proj ect.
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Commissioner White stated the $250,000 of this project that is being forgiven as the
partnership she felt was being very representative of a partnership. Then there is the
additional $250,000 dollars that is owed back to the City that also haven't been paid is a
concern, and there isn't anything in writing such as a financial projection that is going to tell
the CRA how that's going to happen.
Commissioner Lentz stated he would add, "at a bare minimum for him to offer his support of
this refinancing; he would have to see a pro forma outlining each individual space in the
apartment complex, the square footage, the rate that is being charged, and any associated
expenses to give the CRA some idea of what the annual income would be in association with
this property. As a result the Board would be able to determine whether or not you are

capable of repaying the $300,000 loan.
Mr. Chester stated he had no problem putting that together again for the Board. He received
the request on Friday; and he was not going to deliver something to the Board that was not
going to be creditable or professional, because it would have ended up with a bigger issue.
Due to the short notice he was unable to deliver a report of any kind to the Board. If this was
the consensus of the Board he would need time to pull this together because he would need
additional assistance to make sure it is accurate with precise, solid and sound projections.
Commissioner Woods stated she thought when the Board continued this item; it was being
continued so that the Board would have this information before voting on it. She thought
when the Board used the words "business plans" two weeks ago that implied something in
writing the Board needed to see in determining how to deal with this issue.
Mr. Chester responded he did get the request on Friday night and he did not have the time-to
pull it together in order for it to be creditable.
Commissioner Woods stated she was sorry if he only received the request on Friday, because
the Board asked for this information two weeks ago at the June P meeting.
Commissioner Henry asked if he were to walk away from this what burden would be on the

City.
Mayor Henry stated we would have a loan, we would have a building.
Marie Hartman, City Attorney stated we have a lien on the property now and we have the
right to foreclose upon default.
Mayor Henry asked but what would we get out of the deal.
James V. Chisholm, City Manager stated we would turn around and put it on the market

probably.
Mayor Henry stated let me be very clear; I understand the questions that have been raised
and they are certainly legitimate concerns but the reality is we realize what this area is like
and the challenges you are faced with. From his perspective the one thing that he doesn't
want is the building back at this time. He wants to see it work but he has to respect his
6
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colleagues, if they want to see a business plan, he thinks that is reasonable. Whatever it is
they need to see that will give them the satisfaction that it will work to some degree. He
does not think it will ever be in any reasonable amount of time necessarily worth the
investment that we put in it. It is going to take time for that to evolve and he thinks they all
understand that. He does not want to put words into anyone's mouth but he believed in what
the project stood for in the beginning and supported it initially.
Commissioner Woods stated and she did too. She agrees with the partnership thing and
apologized that it was not clear to Mr. Chester the kind of information they needed before
they voted on it.
Mr. Chester stated he has no problem and understands what they are requesting and would
comply.
Commissioner Lentz stated let there be no misunderstanding, we want you to be successful,
very much so it is important to us for you to be successful. We do get a lot of grief up here
regarding the Midtown CRA and the dollars in that CRA and where they go, there's not a lot
of money in that CRA. The $250,000 has been forgiven we are discussing the $301,000 that
directly belongs to that CRA. It is our responsibility to ask these questions, we want you to
be successful. He thinks it's crucial that they have that additional information, something
they can grab hold of, research and determine whether it is a reasonable investment for us to
make.
Commissioner Reed stated she does not know where we dropped the ball, but we are already
in those 18 months, he only has about four or five months left before he proves what he has
requested to come to fruition; she respects her colleagues for asking for the information but
there is only so much time left. Give him an opportunity to see if he can make it work but
yet still present those things in the event that we do have a default on the loan and need to
pursue other avenues. The next time we meet it will be July; October 13th is when he is
supposed to give us a payment which is only three months away. She asked if they dropped
the ball by not having this request come to them in March 2012. Her perspective is to let it
ride as they are into 18 months now and this is her CRA. She respects what he is trying to

do, it is time for Midtown to turn around and this was the vision of Mr. Chester. Let's just
see if he can do this with the potential investors that are coming in but still provide the
information that we are asking for in the event that we do have to take this over. It is just a
suggestion, because we are already there.
Mayor Henry stated so noted.
Commissioner Gilliland stated earlier it was mentioned that the apartments had been closed
for more than six months and lost the grandfathering status so there were obviously some
code issues that were non-compliant that had to be brought up to code to reopen, what were
those.
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Mr. Chester stated initially the thought was they had to have parking. Once he dropped the
power line and put all the power underground and once that grandfather status was removed
then all of the electrical code issues were in play; up to that point there were no code issues
that he had to address. Now he has an electrician looking at every code item that needs to be
updated.
Commissioner Gilliland asked if the City has given him a list of things that need to be
brought up to current standard.
Mr. Chester stated recently the City allowed them to pull a permit on the electrical. He
spoke with Mr. McKitrick and he has given him instructions on what to do next and how to
go about getting that done. There are different permits that he has to pull.
Commissioner Gilliland stated there are three buildings on the premises, the ice cream shop,
the restaurant and the apartment building is connected to ... on their schematic as a multipurpose building.
Mr. Chester stated it was, he opened the entire space up; he removed the back portion of the
proposed multi-purpose facility for safety purposes so they can get rid of a lot of the vagrants
and the homeless people that have been loitering. It is now a stand alone building that used
to be connected to the apartment complexes, it is no longer attached.
Commissioner Gilliland stated it's been demolished.
Mr. Chester stated it has not been demolished, the footprint is still there.
Commissioner Gilliland stated above the slab ...
Mr. Chester stated above the slab is still there, the walls are up the roof is off, everything
else has been taken out.
Commissioner Gilliland stated that explains why what he has seen when he has driven by
looks a little different than the drawing they have in the backup. The three revenue
generators on this property would be rent from the ice cream shop, rent from the restaurant
and rent from the six apartments. He asked what kind of rent they were paying.
Mr. Chester stated four units were rented at $400 a piece; that was before we did any
improvements.
Commissioner Gilliland stated we all want this to work, we want to be good partners but we
also need to be good stewards of the taxpayers' money, to make sure that we have something
that shows common area maintenance costs that need to happen in addition to paying back
the loan. He is curious if we haven't been able to find a rent paying tenant for the ice cream
shop or the restaurant he is not hugely optimistic that we are going to find one in the next
couple of months. When the economy is better perhaps we will.
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Mr. Chester stated we won't find one for the restaurant in the next three or four months
that's a guarantee, but we do have someone for the ice cream show now ... tentative and
they are pretty strong. He feels they can make that happen in the next three or four months.
Commissioner Gilliland asked if that was ready to be moved into.
Mr. Chester stated it is ready to be moved into.
Commissioner Gilliland stated there wouldn't be any rent waived for a build-out or anything
like that.
Mr. Chester stated there will be some waiver of rent initially, but there will be a deposit
made at first and then we will give them a month to get started. We expect them to do some
improvements that are not their responsibility, they are thinking about creating a space in the
front with tables and umbrellas to create a sense of space there.
Commissioner Gilliland stated that's normal business practice that is why he was
questioning whether there would be any need for that sort of abatement. He asked Mr.
Chester how long they needed to continue this for him to be comfortable putting together the
kind of information that everyone is asking for.
Mr. Chester stated he would feel comfortable with two weeks to get together a plan that he
could present where he would feel comfortable with the numbers if they got out and people
began to scrutinize them. He wasn't ready to do that in five days.
Commissioner Lentz asked Mr. Chester if he felt confident that in four months he would be
able to pay the amount due on a monthly basis.
Mr. Chester stated he felt confident to the standpoint that they could actually get people in, if
he gets them in to the facility, they will be able to do that barring any delays of construction
or any other issues. If he has bodies in the building, the short answer is yes.
Commissioner Lentz stated when you addressed the restaurant issue you said there will not
be a tenant within the next three to four months so we can just assume that will be vacant in
October when ...
Mr. Chester stated it won't be vacant, we'll maintain that, we'll make that service available
to the public.
Commissioner Woods stated they are open.
Commissioner Lentz stated he was talking about income generating because he is concerned
about the ability of Mr. Chester's organization to repay the debt that is associated. In
October there will be an amount due of $2,083.
Mr. Chester stated yes.
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Commissioner Lentz stated and then we would anticipate that we would receive that every
month.
Mr. Chester stated yes.
Commissioner Lentz stated you do feel confident based on filling that ice cream shop space
and the existing operations that you will be able to meet those obligations.
Mr. Chester stated he feels confident that they will have the ice cream shop leased, he feels
confident that if they are complete with construction they will have at least 50 percent of the
apartments leased within three months. He thinks they can cover the gap that first month
that gives them actually four months if he can cover the shortfalls in October; going into
November they should have everything up on line. He has to rely wholly on the revenues
from the development itself. He spent $20,000 from the non-profit never to have that
returned as our additional investment into the project. He cannot do that anymore otherwise
he could make a guarantee that it would be then, but this has to rest solely on that project
whether we do it or the City recaptures it and the City does it, it has to stand on its own and
that is his objective to make it stand on his own.
Commissioner Lentz asked if he thought if they continue this issue for another two weeks
and you compile the information that we requested do you think that will slow down the
process and keep you from getting new tenants, or are you going to continue to work on that.
Mr. Chester replied he was going to continue to work on it but until we have some kind of
certainty he does not know what kind of affect that's going to have. There is an uncertainty
about what we are going to do, which way we are going to go, what's going to happen,
people are talking about defaults and that kind of stuff that always kind of raises the flag for
people and slows people from operating. We need to have something solid at this point, but
two weeks he doesn't think is going to change his world in that regard. If you need to have
that and everybody wants to have that he will take the time to pull it together and get it
before them. He does not think it is an unfair or unreasonable request he just did not have
the opportunity to do it and he didn't feel comfortable rushing it.
Mayor Henry stated for what it is worth he understands what you three would like, he is
okay with her suggestion of moving forward just so we have transparency and he is not
trying to get a vote, if we need to give the continuance we can do that too.
Commissioner Henry stated he understands that we are not a bank; he understands the
dynamics of that community. If he gets those apartments up and running he knows that will
be a revenue producer for him.
Mayor Henry stated and that's the key. The key to changing Midtown is that you have to
have tenants and people living there because over the last several years a lot of people have
migrated out of the area, we have to have stable, positive housing this was part of the
original vision.
Mr. Chester stated correct.
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Commissioner Lentz stated he wanted to add one more thing, he cannot support this tonight.
Mayor Henry stated he understands and so you are asking for a continuance.
Commissioner White stated she had one more thing that could allow her to support it tonight.
It sounds like what is going to change in six months that would allow you to pay is that you
are going to have tenants.
Mr. Chester stated yes.
Commissioner White asked if he would be willing in this restructuring to set up something
where those tenants pay us directly so that we know we are going to get paid come October
1St
Mr. Chester asked every tenant in the property.
Commissioner White stated enough so that we know we are going to get paid back the
mortgage.
Mr. Chester asked so how would you propose that be structured.
Commissioner White stated it happens all the time with commercial loans that go ...
Mr. Chester stated he is just asking so that he understands what that would look like for him
... he has a Board too.
Commissioner White stated it would have to be something put into some sort of legal
document. It's a common practice.
Mr. Chester stated he did not disagree with her.
Commissioner White stated she wanted to make it absolutely clear this has nothing to do
with him, Midtown a fantastic project; it just has to do with the role they are put in at looking
at restructuring a loan. We don't do this a lot as a Commission because we don't make loans
everyday. She wants to be really clear to her colleagues that she wants this to be successful,
she has eaten there and she sees what it is doing for the community. She could agree to
move forward if the agreement in the restructuring set up something that we know we are
going to pay that taxpayer money back.
Mr. Chester stated he would not have a problem making assignment of receivables but right
now making a blank statement on the spot, he could not do that. He does have a Board and
he doesn't make those kinds of decisions on his own. He has an un-readiness just as she has
so the short answer would be no.
Mayor Henry asked if there was any other commentary. He presumes that the majority
would prefer a continuance.
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Commissioner Gilliland stated the only other way to do this would be to put some type of
contingency in it, if approved tonight, contingent upon the delivery and acceptance of the
business plan. The easiest thing would be to put it off for two weeks and give Mr. Chester
the opportunity to get his facts and figures together. He intends to support this but we need
to have the documentation for transparency to be able to demonstrate why we are taking the
actions that we are. This is an important project, we need this one to work and we need to do
more of them. Doing it right and being deliberate with it, is time well spent.
Mayor Henry stated he definitely wants it and he wants to see the money going in the
Midtown Board's redevelopment account.
It was moved by Commissioner White to continue the item until the July 3, 2013 Special
Community Redevelopment Agency Meeting. Seconded by Commissioner Gilliland. The
motion passed 7-to-0 with the breakdown as follows:
Commissioner Lentz
Commissioner Woods
Commissioner White
Commissioner Gilliland
Commissioner Henry
Commissioner Reed
Mayor Henry
6B.

Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea

Adopted/Resolution CRA No. 13-05 approving a strategy to offer certain City-owned parcels
of real property located within the Downtown, Main Street, and Midtown Community
Redevelopment Areas for sale, and to permit staff to proceed with implementation of the
strategy. City Clerk Thomas read the Resolution by title only. A RESOLUTION
APPROVING A STRATEGY TO OFFER CERTAIN CITY-OWNED PARCELS OF
REAL PROPERTY LOCATED WITHIN THE DOWNTOWN, MAIN STREET, AND
MIDTOWN COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AREAS FOR SALE, AND DIRECTING
STAFF TO PROCEED WITH IMPLEMENTATION OF THE STRATEGY; AND
PROVIDING AN EFFECTIVE DATE.
Mayor Henry asked what happens to the properties that are not buildable.
Reed Berger, Redevelopment Director stated the properties are too small to build on. In
some cases there are adjacent property owners that are interested in the small properties.
Rather than sit on properties that are not taxable, the City would like to get the properties
back on the tax roll. If the Commission approves the resolution, staff will go back and make
sure that there are some buyers so that when they start the notification process and report
back to the Commission the findings.
Marjorie Johnson, 122 S. Keech Street, Daytona Beach spoke about her concerns on where
the original funding for acquiring the properties and how the money should be spent.
James V. Chisholm, City Manager stated that all funds received will go back into the CRA.
There are no misappropriations of funds.
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Seconded by
It was moved by Commissioner Gilliland to adopt the Resolution.
Commissioner Woods. The motion passed 7-to-0 with the breakdown as follows:
Commissioner Lentz
Commissioner Woods
Commissioner White
Commissioner Gilliland
Commissioner Henry
Commissioner Reed
Mayor Henry
7.

Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea
Yea

CITIZENS
Matt Romanik, 4 Fontainebleau Circle, Daytona Beach stated he was the chair of the
Historic Preservation Board (HPB) and they have been eager to talk to the Commission
about the local historic overlays and the availability of grants. A design guideline and
survey has been completed and paid for by the City. The Board has sought guidance from
the City Commission on what will be done for an overlay in the Main Street/E-Zone area.
Many changes have been made to the local ordinance to try and make sure it was a
defensible and reasonable ordinance. A workable plan has been developed through several
workshops that business investors and citizens seem to enjoy. Part of the goal was to have
Daytona Beach become a Certified Local Government (CLG), enabling the City to access
grant funds that historically we had not. There is a closing bid window of June 30, 2013 for
up to $100,000 with no strings attached and no matching money grants available through the
state's CLG program. We disappointingly heard back from the HPB board meeting
yesterday that the City was not interested in that. He and the HPB hope the City reconsiders
their decision of the $100,000.
Commissioner Woods stated a couple of months ago she asked that they get an updated
report on the issue of a fourth local designation.
Mayor Henry stated he recalled that and he did send out an email asking that we allow
something.

Commissioner Woods stated she has not seen it on the agenda.
Paul McKitrick, Deputy City Manager/Administrative Services stated as his recollection was
that the Commission brought up an issue about the status of the City's efforts to continue
adopting local overlay districts. Several years ago we adopted the Historical Overlay
Regulations and the first area of interest was the Seabreeze area. It was a very contentious
approval where the proposed Seabreeze area was cut in half and the north area was adopted
and the area south of Seabreeze was not.
Mr. Romanik stated the area included ... was actually parceled into thirds in essence and the
Seabreeze business corridor and the area south of Seabreeze were severed; about a third of
the overlay was approved to promote it.
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Mr. McKitrick stated my reason for bringing that up was several years ago we tried to do a
first overlay and it did not go easily. We received direction from the City Commission at
that time rather than be the final decider for the decision to go forward with the second, third
and fourth overlay, they wanted to have them put in the beginning to confirm their support
for the proposal before we did all the work and spent all of the money. The second area of
interest was the Surfside Village area from International Speedway Boulevard (ISB) to Main
Street. It was considered for quite some time because of the E-Zone plan and the northern
boundary. That area was recommended for approval by the HPB about four to six months
ago. The concern that he had was the fact that we had not proceeded with the Clarion code
and the adoption of the E-Zone area. We have the HPB making a recommendation for the
historic area to encroach into the E-Zone to include the Main Street corridor. He saw a
direct conflict with the recommended AECOM's E-Zone plan and what the HPB was
recommending. He thought we would be farther along right now with the Clarion rewrite so
we could have some discussion about where that northern boundary is. In regards to the
grant, he believes your Board wanted us to apply for the grant but not for the Surfside area
but to do a survey of a third area - South Peninsula.
Mr. Romanik stated that was one suggestion. We were told numerous times that it was
difficult to find money to do the survey but in the interim Surfside was done with other
found monies. The availability of funds has always been difficult and when you have money
with no strings attached, it seems like the perfect opportunity to take advantage of that and
not limit it to surveying.
Mr. McKitrick stated we still have time to submit for this particular grant but he was
reluctant to endorse the submission of it because we would have another survey and another
area while we are still working on the second one and running forward with the third one.
The Seabreeze one was very difficult for the City Commission because of the backward role
they served in and not deciding in the beginning but at the end. If the decision was made to
go forward with the grant, we still have 12 to 13 days to put that together. It is not an
Environmental, Cultural, Historical Outdoor (ECHO) grant but an easier one to submit if the
City Commission would like to do that.
Mr. Romanik stated our staff liaison was confident he could get the grant submission
completed in two business days or less yesterday.
Commissioner White stated it was just to survey it and not say it was an overlay.
Mr. McKitrick stated the only note there was before was that we had surveyed Surfside
before and because it was stale we had to do it again. We surveyed Seabreeze before and it
too was stale and had to be resurveyed. If you do it too far in advance before the adoption
there will be issues.
Commissioner Woods stated she was unhappy that the information that was just stated, the
first part, did not come to us. She can look at Main Street, Clarion and E-Zone separately
than South Atlantic or Ocean Dunes. Ocean Dunes is a perfect example of a neighborhood
where you do not have some of the controversial commercial issues that you have in the
Seabreeze area. It would be perfect neighborhood to survey instead of South Atlantic. We
should go after the grant money when money is an issue. As for that first part when you
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mentioned you did not want to do something without input from us, that is exactly what I
asked for two months ago; to have a conversation and say as a body do not pursue anything
right now on Main Street because of Clarion and the E-Zone; go do this instead but we never
got the chance to do so. Someone made a unilateral decision and we were not part of the
conservation. The Board members feel their position has no meaning and their voice was
not heard; something different needs to happen regarding this issue.
Commissioner Gilliland stated to include any part of Main Street and any part of the E-Zone
would be in direct conflict with something every one of us said in our Strategic Planning
Session; we do not want more layers of bureaucracy for people who are interested in vesting
in Daytona Beach. We have done a survey from Mr. Weaver and he stated it would make no
sense to do that. The historic buildings that were once there that would have made a nice
overlay and now there are not enough of them.
Commissioner Woods stated it would not be south of Main Street. As you get south of Main
Street where the actual neighborhoods are that was part of the discussion of the latest survey
Mr. Weaver did. We can do the south residential neighborhoods and not include Main
Street.
Commissioner Gilliland asked if the residential neighborhood was in the E-Zone.
Commissioner Woods stated Surfside Village is south and there was never intent to tear that
area down. It was just the area up around Grandview that was going to significantly change.
All of the plans she saw were going to have a residential component that's know as Surfside
Village. Main Street was the big debate.
Commissioner Gilliland stated he totally disagrees with local historical overlays and has
never seen one work. We have seen no improvement in values north of Seabreeze
Boulevard since we put the one in place there. The $500 grants for a $200,000 renovation
are not going to convince someone to go this route. The property insurance is higher
because you have to rebuild the same way the house was before whatever event may have
happened, whether it was a hurricane or fire. All the arguments he used last time when he
said we need to not take the commercial corridor around Oakridge and Seabreeze Boulevard
and not take the area that was in dire need of redevelopment between Main Street and
Oakridge Boulevard which was how it ended up split into thirds. It has not worked north of
Seabreeze. He will not support this in any other part of the City but now you want staff to
apply for a grant to do a survey of ...
Commissioner Woods stated they are all nationally registered districts and they have been
such as Ocean Dunes and South Atlantic. All they are going to do was an updated survey of
those already on the National Register and not new ones. It's all part of the Vision Plan too.
Commissioner Gilliland stated as was Economic Development, decreasing crime; stifling
these neighborhoods with additional regulation and burden was directly in conflict with three
things in the Vision Plan even though it does support that one.
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Mayor Henry stated we need to have the information first with this situation. He thought
Commissioner Woods was correct asking for a discussion. It was a painful issue when he
was a Commissioner but the reality was that in the work we do sometimes was just that,
painful. In this current issue's situation, a discussion did not take place and this was a
different Commission that had to be given a chance to make the decision we would like to
make. Historic Preservation and progress are difficult challenges but somewhere in there a
balance must be found. We need to first ask ourselves do we want to pursue the $100,000
grant and second decide how to move forward and who we want to hear from in terms of a
decision.
Commissioner Gilliland stated we do have a meeting on Saturday, June 22, 2013. We can
ask staff to bring us a couple of recommendations they may put out there for surveying
different areas.
Commissioner Woods stated that does not leave them much time to apply for the grant.
Commissioner Gilliland stated they said it would take staff two days to complete the grant
application. If we can get a decision on Saturday, they can decide then; maybe Midtown
wants an overlay district.
Commissioner Gilliland stated that is an area of town that has been neglected when it comes
to these considerations. Perhaps Saturday will be an opportunity with a decision if we want
to go that way.
Mr. Chisholm stated he wanted to get some clarification.
Mayor Henry stated he wanted them to remember that Saturday they only had so much time.
Commissioner Woods stated if she is the only one that wants to pursue the money then other
people need to say that.
Mayor Henry stated he didn't think you were the only one.
Commissioner Woods stated that there was more than one thing you can do with that money.
Mr. Romanik stated he would be dumbfounded if the grant needed to specify ...we would
like the money to survey road a - road b. If we were to let them know we have four historic
overlay districts that we are considering surveying, something tells him they wouldn't get the
entirety of the grant money that is to be divided up among others. If they were asked for
clarity he'd be amazed to think the State would be that picky.
Mr. Chisholm clarified that the Commission would like staff to bring back recommendations
on areas to be surveyed and the use of the grant funds for that survey.
Commissioner Gilliland stated if they were going to do that, and the application is due at the
end of the month and it is going to take two days to write it...the only meeting they have
before then is the meeting on Saturday. That is not an appropriate to do it then...
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Mr. Chisholm stated he didn't think they would have to get into a lot of details just for areas
for consideration. He doesn't know how much detail they are looking for.
Commissioner Gilliland asked if that whole $100,000 was divided up among different
applicants.
Mr. Romanik stated potentially.
Commissioner Gilliland clarified that if there are 10 applicants, there may be only $10,000
available.
Mr. Romanik stated that was correct, but his understanding that in this cycle of applications
they have $100,000 to distribute.
Commissioner Gilliland stated so when you said we had an opportunity to get $100,000 that
wasn't correct.
Mr. Romanik stated he didn't say that.
Commissioner Gilliland stated so we could go after a portion of a $100,000 allocation for
this particular grant.
Mr. Romanik stated you don't get what you don't ask for so he believes his statement was
correct.

Mr. Chisholm asked if there is a concurrence on what they have asked of staff.
Mayor Henry stated there was a concurrence on his part.
Commissioner White clarified that the only decision to make is to whether or not to apply for
a grant.
Commissioner Woods stated that is the only decision and then staff would figure it out.
Commissioner Gilliland stated Mr. Romanik stated we would put in the grant application...
Commissioner Woods stated we'd be very general.
Commissioner Gilliland stated we'd survey portions or all of the four districts.
Mr. Romanik stated he didn't know if they would require that much specificity, but it would
surprise him if they would. He can't say with certainty though.
Mr. Chisholm asked what the eligible use of those funds.
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Mr. McKitrick stated we could survey purposed districts and we could go back and look at
Our preliminary cost to survey the
design standards for the Downtown Area.
Peninsula/Ocean Dune area is $60,000. The expectation is that we will not get a grant for
the entire amount and that was another reason why without direction from the Commission
we were reluctant to endorse the submission of the grant application. Even if we get $30,000
we don't have the other $30,000 budgeted.
Mr. Chisholm stated we need to have a discussion on Saturday about the potential areas you
want to survey. Applying for the funds shouldn't be difficult if that is what is agreed upon at
that point. There are a lot of different ideas and opinions we are hearing. The discussion
will help clarify what you as a board would like to see us do.
Commissioner Woods stated that if Mr. Romanik hadn't been here they wouldn't have
known about the grant opportunity. Whether Commissioner Gilliland and I agree or disagree
what bothers her is they didn't have the opportunity to have the discussion when the grant
became available.
Commissioner Gilliland asked if this was really a policy issue.
Commissioner Woods stated that staff didn't move forward because they weren't sure about
our feelings on the subject.
Mr. Romanik stated he doesn't want to beat a dead horse but the Historic Preservation Board
was informed that the City had money budgeted to hire someone to do a survey at $50 per
property and the Board heard there were vendors that could do it cheaper than that. His
understanding there was money earmarked- and the Board thought it would be reasonable to
go out for a Request for Proposal (RFP).
Mr. Chisholm stated that they are complicating things. We need to deal with first things
first. He doesn't think that everything that is being told to you is absolutely correct. At this
point we need to have a discussion on Saturday. He wanted to clarify some things. There is
a great amount of flexibility in how you meet those standards and that is the key as to
whether or not it goes forward. He has seen some things happen that have become onerous
and that discourages redevelopment in those very properties we want to restore. It's the
standards you create and the ability to have flexibility in meeting those standards that is
critical. What really need to be fixed are the design standards. There suggestion to look at
design standards as part of this grant might be worthwhile doing. If that is the Commission's
desire we will make sure it is on the agenda for discussion for Saturday.
Mayor Henry asked Commissioner Woods if that would fulfill her original request.
Commissioner Woods stated she guessed. There is a lot of confusion and they as a body
never saw what they did on Main Street. We really don't know ...but maybe we'll have
clarity after Saturday's meeting.
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Mayor Henry stated okay and we need to have everything organized on Saturday.
Commissioner White stated she didn't know about the grant but she thinks they need to have
a workshop to talk about this together. She is nervous about how many things they are going
to try to tackle on Saturday.
Commissioner Woods stated that was what she was originally requesting that maybe they
have an update during a Commission Meeting.
Commissioner White stated she believes it should be a workshop because they have many
different items to discuss Saturday.
Mayor Henry stated he agrees and they will have a workshop in the upcoming months.
Mr. Chisholm clarified that they wanted to talk about it on Saturday.
Mayor Henry stated yes.
Commissioner Woods stated the only thing they need to talk about was the grant.
Mayor Henry stated you have to determine some of the other issues before you can do the
grant.
Mr. Chisholm clarified that then they want a workshop to talk about Historic Preservation in
general.
Mayor Henry stated yes.
Jennifer L. Thomas, City Clerk, stated she had two additional speakers for citizen comments.
Marjorie Johnson, 122 S. Keech Street, Daytona Beach, stated she had issues with
statements made by the City Manager and with money taken out of the Midtown CRA.
John Nicholson, 413 N. Grandview Avenue, Daytona Beach, stated his concerns about
auditing the CRA; how the money is dispersed to the various CRAs; and the appearance of
the beachside.
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8.

COMMENTS/INQUIRIES FROM THE COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCY CITY MANAGER AND CITY ATTORNEY REPORT.
Commission Gilliland stated that you cannot use Redevelopment funds for repaving streets;
there has to be improvements; maintenance is something that you cannot use the funds for.
The Auditor General's report found that there were some things that were not well
documented in the City's files, but they did not find any funds that were mismanaged.
Mr. Chisholm stated that is correct.
Mayor Henry stated that the meeting would be adjourned; there will be a five minute break
to give staff time to set up for the next meeting.

9.

ADJOURNMENT
There being no further discussion or comments the meeting was adjourned at 7:12 p.m.

RRICK L. HENR
Chair

ATTEST:

City Clef
Adopted: August 21, 2013
RECORD REQUIRED TO APPEAL: In accordance with Florida Statute 286.0105 if you
should decide to appeal any decision the Community Redevelopment Agency Board makes
about any matter at this meeting, you will need a record of the proceedings. You are
responsible for providing this record. You may hire a court reporter to make a verbatim
transcript, or you may buy a tape of the meeting for $2.00 at the City Clerk's office. Copies
of tapes are only made upon request. The City is not responsible for any mechanical failure
of the recording equipment.
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